The Oldest Bigfoot Photo: 1894
By David Hatcher Childress

In my recent book Yetis, Sasquatch and Hairy
Giants, I was able to include a number of previously
unpublished photos of bigfoot, including a photo
taken in the Paciﬁc Northwest in the 1940s by a
man named Joseph Roberts. It is an unusual photo,
but not very sharp, and I said that it was the oldest
known photo of bigfoot. Well, I was wrong.
There is an astonishing photo from Canada
taken in1894 which would seem to be the oldest
known photograph of bigfoot. Craig Woolheater
posted the photo on his blog at Cryptomundo.com
on November 16, 2006. The photo had originally
been sent to Tom Biscardi by Lyle Billett of Victoria, Canada.
Fellow Cryptomundo blogger Loren Coleman
found the photo on Woolheater’s website and posted
it again, where I saw it. The photo also appears in
the updated version of the 1982 book Bigfoot Casebook by Colin and Janet Bord (Bigfoot Casebook
Updated: Sightings and Encounters from 1818 to
2004, Pine Winds Press, 2005).
It is said that a picture tells a thousand words,
and this photo says a lot. It does not seem to be a
fake. The photo is cracked from a fold on the upper
quarter. A sasquatch is lying on snow with its arms
in front so the hairy hands can be seen. The face is
hairy but not very detailed. Snowshoes can be seen
at the left edge of the photo. There seems to be a
fence and a building on the right side, just beneath
the crack. The feet of the dead sasquatch are not
seen, cropped out of the right side of the photo.
The story that this photo tells us is that in 1894
The 1894 photo taken at Lilooet (Lilliott), British Columbia.
in the wilds of western Canada some trappers and
mountain men encountered a bigfoot and shot him.
It may have happened near their cabin. They took a photograph of it. But there is more: the photo had some writing
on the back of it, maybe in the hand of by Lyle Billett.
The back of the photo bore this text:
Year 1894
Yalikom River Around Lilliott B.C.
Forestry- Hudsonbay Co.
They took the picture and the Guy that was in the
picture went & stole them back from the forestry records
(hudsonbay co.) I believe his last name was Holiday (Don’t
know the ﬁrst name)
Never took all pictures (only one) and took pictures
of the rest.
(Glass Plate Photography)

Writing on the back of the 1894 photo.
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or the United States were able to lay claim to areas in
this vast domain. Today it is one of the oldest operating
companies in the world. Begun as a fur trading company
on the Hudson Bay, it now has its headquarters in the
Simpson Tower in Toronto. At one point the Hudson’s
Bay Company had its own country of a sort, called
Rupert’s Land. At that time, the Hudson’s Bay Company was of the largest land owners of the world, with
approximately 15% of the land mass of North America.
Rupert’s Land consisted of lands that were in the Hudson Bay drainage system—basically the land surrounding any rivers that drained into the Hudson Bay. It was
named after the ﬁrst governor of the company, Prince
Close-up of the bigfoot in the 1894 photo.
Rupert of the Rhine, who was a nephew of Britain’s
King Charles I. The governor
This is very interesting informaand Company of Adventurers of
tion and conﬁrms what some have
England Trading comprised the
suspected for many years: there is
original group that chartered the
something of a cover-up going on
Hudson’s Bay Company.
concerning evidence of bigfoot.
Rupert’s Land and the HudWe now get a more complete story:
son’s Bay Company had their
There was more than one photo and
headquarters at the York Factory,
someone named Holiday apparently
a town and fort along the Hayes
took the photos, or was pictured in
River leading into Hudson Bay.
one or more of them. He went to the
Once the capital of Rupert’s
forestry records of the Hudson’s Bay
Land, it was closed down by the
Company where he “stole back” one
company in 1957.
of the photos—the number of photos
The Hudson’s Bay Comtaken of the bigfoot is not known. We
pany nominally owned Rupert’s
might guess that there were four or ﬁve
Land for 200 years, until about
original, glass plate photos.
1870, some 24 years before this
So, now we have a more complete
photo was allegedly taken—and
story: some trappers shot and killed a
suppressed. Still, the Hudson’s
bigfoot in 1894, and they worked for
Bay Company was very powerthe Hudson’s Bay Company, Canada’s
ful in 1894 and remains a major
earliest trading company, founded in
ﬁxture in the Canadian economy
1670. The Hudson’s Bay Company
today as the owner of many of
is no ordinary company; it was the
Canada’s retail chains such as
de facto government in large parts of The photo taken in the 1940s in the Paciﬁc Northwest.
The Bay, Zellers, Fields and
North America before European states
Home Outﬁtters. The company
has archives, located in Winnipeg, Manitoba, said to be
a collection of the company’s records and maps—does
it include some bigfoot photos? That is what the writing
scrambled in this bigfoot photo suggests.
One has to wonder, if this photo is genuine, why it was
not published many years ago, and featured in every bigfoot
book written since 1894? Here we have what seems to be
some pretty solid evidence of hairy apemen-sasquatch that is
just what the scientiﬁc community says that they are looking
for. In fact, these folks from the Hudson’s Bay Company
not only have some photos of a dead bigfoot, at one time
(say the photos) they actually had a dead bigfoot! We are
talking here about bigfoot steaks, bigfoot fur, a bigfoot head,
bigfoot paws and all that.
Since the Hudson’s Bay Company specialized in dead
animals and their fur, one would think that this animal—
whatever it was—was carefully skinned and preserved. Was
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it’s head mounted and displayed
a series apparently, a profesin the den of some chairman of
sional photographer must have
the company? That seems farbeen involved. Photography,
fetched today, but perhaps back
until recently, was expensive
in 1899 it might have been seen,
and rare; it required professional
perhaps surrounded by some
photographers with expensive
secrecy, in some Canadian or
equipment. Having a photograph
British aristocrat’s personal coltaken in 1894 was a big deal,
glass plate photography being
lection.
very time consuming for each
Because of my interest in
individual photo. Photography
bigfoot and other hidden anifor the common man took many
mals, I’ve often been asked the
decades to reach even the Kodak
question, “Why isn’t there more
Brownie and Instamatic periods
evidence for bigfoot than just
of the 1940s and 1960s. Then,
stories? Where are the photos and
ﬁnally, common folk could have
where are the dead bodies that
must have been found, or shot,
a simple camera with them to
take photos when they were on
over the years?”
I have typically said in an- Map of Rupert's Land and the Hudson Bay drainage area. long camping trips and hikes in
remote mountain areas.
swer to these questions, that
This is one of the great hopes of the current digital
one does not see a dead bear or mountain lion on the trail
when walking through the Rocky Mountains or the Paciﬁc photo revolution, especially because cameras (even video
Northwest. Though these animals are known to exist, one cameras), are now part of most mobile phones that are in
rarely sees them at all and never a dead one just lying there the possession of more and more people everyday. In theory,
in the forest. The carcass would only be there for a few the sheer number of camera-cell phones in use today should
hours, days or weeks, and many animals that are about to result in more bigfoot, ghost and anomalous photos being
die (of old age or disease) go off somewhere very far out snapped than ever before.
of the way.
Also, what of this location in British Columbia? I
But now we have another explanation. One that is star- found that if I searched the Internet for the Yalikom River,
tling to the researcher and the skeptic alike—that evidence as written on the back of the photo, what I found was the
of bigfoot, including good photos and preserved bodies, has Yalakom River which is a tributary to the Bridge River
which is a principal tributary to the Fraser
been gathered but kept a secret. “But why?”
River, a major part of Rupert’s Land territory.
you ask. Why wouldn’t the Hudson’s Bay
Plus, I was able to ﬁnd out that the Yalakom
Company just publish its photos and display
a mummiﬁed bigfoot to gawking tourists
River enters the Bridge River near the town
in Toronto? Why would the Canadian govof Lilooet, which is apparently the town
ernment (or American or British) suppress
mentioned as Lilliott.
evidence of bigfoot? Don’t we live in a
Lilooet is apparently one of the oldest
transparent society where everything that
towns in North America. It is so old that its
age is not known. It is considered to be one of
exists and there are clear photos and bodthe oldest continuously inhabited locations in
ies for—would be shown to the interested
North America, reckoned by archaeologists
viewers around the world? Or do we live in
to have been inhabited for several thousand
world where some things are suppressed,
years. The town attracted large seasonal and
including evidence of bigfoot? Add to the
permanent populations of native peoples
suppression of real bigfoot evidence some
hoax bigfoot cases that everyone can laugh
because of the conﬂuence of several main
at, and you have a subject that appears Close-up of the 1940s bigfoot. streams with the Fraser, and also because
to be just fantasy and tall tales. Some
of a rock-shelf just above the conﬂuence
things are just too shocking to the status
of the Bridge River that is an obstacle
quo—strange mutations or missing links
to the annual migration of salmon—an
abundant food source.
that make us question traditional religious
Did this salmon-shelf cause the
beliefs or the tenets of mankind’s sacred
downfall of our unfortunate sasquatch,
pillars of science and reason. If all the
shot by a trapper in the employ of the
experts and scholars have been so wrong
Hudson’s Bay Company? According to
for decades, what are we supposed to
the information on Lilooet this natural
believe from them?
In the case of this photo, part of
shelf along the riverbed is an important
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salmon station on the Fraser-Bridge-Yalakom River:

kept from the press and public at large. It
would seem that government and corporate
identities are actively covering up evidence of bigfoot. While the governments
This rock shelf, known in gold rush
of Canada and the United States could be
times as the Lower Fountain, was reputedly made by the trickster Coyote, leaping
trying to protect bigfoot by suppressing
back and forth across the river to create
evidence of their existence, some countries use the apeman to promote tourism.
platforms for people to catch and dry ﬁsh
Countries like Nepal and Bhutan promote
on. This location, named Sat’ or Setl in the
“yeti tourism,” but still protect the species
native language and known as the Bridge
River Rapids or Six Mile in English, is the
with national laws.
busiest ﬁshing site on the Fraser above its
It seems incredible, but the reality of
mouth and there are numerous drying racks
the sasquatch—the apemen that live on
scattered around the banks of the river canthe fringes of civilization—seems hard to
yon around it.
deny when faced with what seems to be an
Mixed blood fur trader, circa 1890.
overwhelming amount of evidence. Could
all of the stories that have come down to
We now have the ﬁnal scene of the
tragic bigfoot in our photograph: he had come to Lilooet us for nearly 200 years in North America be cases of mis(Lilliott as spelled on the backside of the photo) to get identiﬁcation of bears, or the occasional escaped circus
some salmon which was known to be plentiful at this gorilla? Or hoaxes? That, to me, would be very difﬁcult
spot. While Native Americans who had lived in the area to swallow.
for thousands of years knew not to bother the sasquatch
that came to this area of plenty, this poor beast was
shot and killed by the Europeans now penetrating
the area for the Hudson’s Bay Company. What they
found shocked them. They shot and killed it. Then
they took a photograph of it. Then someone in the
company ordered the photo suppressed.
At some point Mr. Holiday decided to get a
copy of the photo that he was part of and knew existed. He probably didn’t need to physically break
into the building to steal the bigfoot photo(s). He
was apparently an employee who walked into the
building as he typically did, and then went to the
ﬁles and stole one photo and took photographs of
the rest. Having a camera to carry and take photos
of documents, like photographs in a ﬁle, would be
unusual at this time, but certainly could have been
done. This make the idea that Holiday was the
original photographer appear even more likely.
We don’t known when this photo was stolen.
I am assuming that it was within some 20 years of
it being taken, but perhaps it is from some other
time period and involves different folks from what
we can gleam from the slim information we have.
Perhaps someone associated with this photo was
very young at the time and some 40 or more years
passed before they decided to retrieve it. For anyone
involved in such a photo, this incident would have
been something that they thought about a lot; the
inability to be able to show a friend the “actual”
photograph would have been a tremendous rub.
Hence the desire to steal a copy of a photograph
that one knows exists, but is kept secret by certain
powers for their own purposes.
Yes, it seems that a cryptozoology conspiracy
exists. Evidence, including photos and bodies, is
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